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Figure 22: Given a graph G = (V,E) and a group G, the goal in synchronization-type problems is to
estimate node labels g : V → G from noisy edge measurements of offsets gig

−1
j .

There are several approaches to try to solve (103). Using techniques very similar to the study
of the spike model in PCA on the first lecture one can (see [Sin11]), for example, understand the
performance of the spectral relaxation of (103) into

max x∗Y x. (104)
‖x‖2=n

Notice that, since the solution to (104) will not necessarily be a vector with unit-modulus entries,
a rounding step will, in general, be needed. Also, to compute the leading eigenvector of A one would
likely use the power method. An interesting adaptation to this approach is to round after each iteration
of the power method, rather than waiting for the end of the process, more precisely:

Algorithm 10.1 Given Y . Take a original (maybe random) vector x(0). For each iteration k (until
convergence or a certain number of iterations) take x(k+1) to be the vector with entries:

(
x(k+1)

)
=

i

(
Y x(k)

)
i

metho

∣ .
i

this

∣(Y x(k)

Although d appears to perform very well in n

)
umeric

∣∣
experiments, its analysis is still an

open problem.

10.2 Angular Synchronization

The angular synchronization problem [Sin11, BSS13] consist in estimating n unknown angles θ1, . . . , θn
from m noisy measurements of their offsets θi− θj mod 2π. This problem easily falls under the scope
of synchronization-type problem by taking a graph with a node for each θi, an edge associated with
each measurement, and taking the group to be G ∼= SO(2), the group of in-plane rotations. Some of its
applications include time-synchronization of distributed networks [GK06], signal reconstruction from
phaseless measurements [ABFM12], surface reconstruction problems in computer vision [ARC06] and
optics [RW01].

Let us consider a particular instance of this problem (with a particular noise model).
Let z1, . . . , zn ∈ C satisfying |za| = 1 be the signal (angles) we want to estimate (za = exp(iθa)).

Suppose for every pair (i, j) we make a noisy measurement of the angle offset

Yij = zizj + σWij ,

where Wij ∼ N (0, 1). The maximum likelihood estimator for z is given by solving (see [Sin11, BBS14])

max x∗Y x. (103)
|xi|2=1

1



Open Problem 10.1 In the model where Y = zz∗ + σW as described above, for which values of σ
will the Projected Power Method (Algorithm 10.1) converge to the optimal solution of (103) (or at
least to a solution that correlates well with z), with high probability?37

37We thank Nicolas Boumal for suggesting this problem.
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